School Council Meeting
DATE: Friday 12th February 2021
PUPILS PRESENT

STAFF PRESENT
N Riggs (Via Teams)
S Fox (Via Teams)
R Lillford
J Waller (Minutes)

J Mendham
C Woodriff
B Johnson
A Hamilton

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING
NR – Confirmed that a table tennis, table, had gone in to finance just before Christmas for the CLC
building but the order had been forgotten about. It has now been ordered and should be with us
in the next few weeks.
NR – Confirmed that it was discussed at the last meeting the possibility of the Night Challenge
going ahead in March however due to the ongoing covid concerns this isn’t looking likely at the
moment. Should the event take place later in the year NR will let everyone know.

JMendham stated that he was asked to raise whether they could have a pool table over at CLC.
Staff and pupils were unsure whether there had already been a pool table already ordered or
whether it was table tennis table. NR – Explained that it was a Table tennis, table however there
is plenty of space over at CLC to have both, agreed that he would check what budget was left and
see if one could be ordered.
J Mendham explained he had been asked to request a PS5 for CLC but understands that this is
unlikely.
CWoodriff asked if they could have some new chairs over in CLC for the hub area as some of the
chairs over there at the moment are damaged and are uncomfortable to sit on. NR – confirmed
that he wasn’t sure we had much of an allowance left as the equipment needed to protect the
school for covid has eaten a lot of the budget up but would certainly enquire.
CWoodriff asked if they could have some more fidget toys for their sensory box over at CLC, Carly
pointed out that they do not have many and they help people who cannot sit still. RL confirmed
that this is something that EWB could help with and would look in to getting some more for them.
Carly specified it was the cubes in particular that they would like.
Both AHamilton and BJohnson had nothing to bring to the meeting.

ACTIONS FOR NEXT MEETING

RL – To look in to EWB obtaining more fidget toys for CLC sensory box.
NR – To look in to purchasing a pool table for the CLC
NR – To look in to remaining budget to replace damaged chairs over in CLC
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